Pope Calls for End of White Europe

Maybe the Pope just is really excited to have White Europe ended by hordes of
people from a culture were pedophilia and child rape is normal. Birds of a feather
after all.... It is not an accident he quotes the hateful Jewish book of lies the one
that says the earth is flat, as his jewsitifaction for exterminating all of White
Europe.... Remember the Jews always use false philanthropy as their number
one weapon. Note the pedo-Pope admits this is an invasion, but wants more of it
right in your backyard....
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2016/03/17/pope-francis-asks-nationsto-open-their-hearts-and-their-doors-to-migrants/
In his general audience Wednesday, Pope Francis launched an appeal to the
nations of the world to open their hearts and their doors to migrants who are
standing “at the border,” in an apparent reference to the many migrants camped
at key border positions trying to enter Europe.
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During the last year, more than 1.1 million migrants entered the European Union
and the unabated flow has prompted countries along the main migration corridor
through the Balkans to seal their borders, leaving tens of thousands encamped in
Greece.
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The Pope compared today’s migrants to the people of Israel who were deported
into Babylon in the 7th century BC, as recounted in the Biblical book of the
prophet Jeremiah.
“How many of our brothers and sisters are living in this time a real and dramatic
situation of exile,” Francis said, “far from their homeland, still in their eyes the
reflection of their homes reduced to rubble, their hearts full of fear and often,
unfortunately, sorrow at the loss of loved ones!”
“And when they try to go somewhere else, they find the door closed to them,”
Francis continued, “There they are, at the border, because so many doors and so
many hearts are closed. Today’s migrants suffer from the cold, without food and
with no way to enter. They do not feel welcome.”
“How it pleases me to hear of nations and rulers who open their hearts and open
their doors!” he said.
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Earlier this month, Pope Francis called Europe’s migrant crisis a veritable “Arab
invasion,” and framed the inundation of primarily Muslim migrants in the context
of invasions that Europe has suffered in the past, immediately adding: “How
many invasions has Europe suffered in its history!”
In his audience Wednesday, the Pope related the situations of contemporary
migrants to the Israelites’ deportation to “a foreign land,” which tried their faith in
God’s goodness.....................
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